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An initiative overview

OUR
COMMITMENT
& IMPACT
I’ m excited to share this
compilation of Cases and
Reflections with you, written by
the Staff at BC Children’ s Hospital
(BCCH). These are pediatric
clinicians who were trained to use
a range of Mind-Body techniques
that have been shown, through
research, to relieve pain and
anxiety and to empower children
and their parents to cope with
distressing invasive procedures
and medical interventions.
Mind-body techniques were identified as an education gap and
intervention deliverable through the BCCH ChildKind project selfstudy and knowledge translation planning. BCCH is working
towards being designated as a ChildKind hospital.
In May 2021, Susan Poitras (MSN, RN), lead of BCCH’ s ChildKind
initiative, invited me to train an invited group of multi-disciplined
clinicians in how best to engage children and teens to help
themselves with accessing their intrinsic self-regulatory capacities
to alter noxious sensations and control their fear during painful
medical procedures. These Mind-Body methods included using
medical hypnosis methods, focussed imagination with regulated
breath and therapeutic metaphors. I invited my trusted colleague,
Dr. Torie Carlson, to join me in this exciting venture.

A MESSAGE FROM
DR. LEORA KUTTNER
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An initiative overview
Training took place from May through to July 2021 and included six
in-person intensive day sessions, dyadic practices under
supervision, group learning and ongoing group coaching sessions.
These clinicians became BCCH’ s Comfort Champions.
In this booklet, you’ ll read their reflections on their journey,
changes in their practice and the cases that made an impact on
them. They are now informed and empowered to teach and
influence others in understanding that providing pediatric medical
care does not need to be painful or anxiety-provoking. Training
their colleagues as well as child patients and families, they’ ll be
fulfilling the vision of ChildKind International of reducing pain for
all children, no matter their site of care by empowering their
pediatric patients, bringing them comfort, relieving their pain and
changing the culture of our Hospital into one that supports
Comfort Care at all levels.
Read on and be moved and as impressed as I am, by the skill,
judgement, empathy as well as the beneficial impact these clinicians
are making on the lives of children at BCCH.

Leora Kuttner, Ph.D. (Clin. Psyc.)
Clinical Professor: Department of Pediatrics, BC Children’s Hospital &
University of British Columbia.

CO-LEADER &
CO-FACILITATOR

EVERYONE IS
CAPABLE OF
CHANGE
Dr. Torie Carlson
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Children increase in
hope, confidence and
knowledge that they
have the ability to have
influence over their
bodies and their minds.

Medical Psychologist
Vi Riddell Children’s Pain and Rehabilitation Centre, Alberta Children’s Hospital
Clinical Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine, University of Calgary

I was introduced in 2001 to Medical

My training continued when I

Hypnosis during my residency at Manitoba’s

attended the first National

Health Science Centre. My studying and

Pediatric Hypnosis Training

training began whilst working at an adult

Institute in 2010, designed for

chronic pain centre because, as a

health care professionals working

psychologist, I felt helpless to help in the

with children. In the 11-years since,

moment when clients were in an acute pain

I have used Medical Hypnosis to

crisis. Medical Hypnosis offered something

treat kids with pain, anxiety, fear,

more than distraction which fades in

enuresis, and hiccups, and

usefulness with the removal of the

importantly show them how to use

distractor. Instead, this was a skill that

their imagination to help

could be taught and practiced to bring

themselves.

comfort and change.

CO-LEADER &
CO-FACILITATOR
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EVERYONE IS CAPABLE OF CHANGE
Dr. Torie Carlson
Medical Psychologist
Vi Riddell Children’s Pain and Rehabilitation Centre, Alberta Children’s Hospital
Clinical Assistant Professor, Faculty of Medicine, University of Calgary
For me this starts with the belief that

the level of commitment and

everyone is capable of change, changing

determination demonstrated by those

our minds, our beliefs, our feelings, our

who took the training. I am also so

functioning, our physiology, etc. Medical

thankful to Dr. Leora Kuttner for

Hypnosis facilitates beneficial change. I

inviting me to be involved and

love being a part of change and helping

trusting me with this material. She is

kids who feel stuck, learn that change is

truly a gifted, skilled and talented

possible. Whether it is a 7-year old girl,

expert in this area but more so a

learning how her mind and body work

trusted friend. Thank you to Susan

together to have her first dry nights ever,

Poitras for recognizing the potential

a 10-year old boy, learning to turn down

in these mind-body techniques for

feeling in his arm so that he need not be

transforming an institution and for

bothered by a burn dressing change, a

the incredible effort to pull this off.

13-year old girl, learning to regulate and

Thank you to Ingrid Kelly for taking

dissociate so that needle pokes no longer

such good care of the details in

induce panic, or a 16-year old turning

making this a memorable six days.

down pain sensation in a limb affected by
Complex Regional Pain Syndrome --- the
outcome is the same. Children increase in
hope, confidence and knowledge that
they have the ability to have influence
over their bodies and their minds. What a
great honour to be a part of that journey.

I am excited that others are seeing the
benefit that mind-body techniques can
add to the already incredible work that
Children’s Hospitals do. I am humbled and
proud to have been a part of the BC
Children’s Hospital’s focus on training
staff to use these powerful techniques to
help bring comfort and confidence to
children of all ages. I am also inspired by
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Reflection

MY “AHA” MOMENT
JOANNA MCKAY, RN, BSCN
Psychiatry Consultation Liaison Nurse
I don’t know that I quite realized how

With that being said, I believe that, with

impactful the mind body technique

the very best of intentions, there is a

training would be to my overall nursing

culture that has been created in the

practice but I certainly have a profound

overall world of healthcare which does not

appreciation of this after attending the

often-enough examine the role of pain in

training and implementing these

the experience of patients and families

techniques into my work over the past six

who are in hospital. Whether it be

months. In my eleven years of practicing

removing tape on a sensitive area, a

nursing at BC Children’s Hospital, I have

needle poke for an IV or bloodwork or the

seen countless interdisciplinary

insertion of a nasogastric tube, there is

professionals go above and beyond to

often a sense of “do it as quickly as

help make the experiences of pediatric

possible to limit the distress” without as

patients and their family members less

much thought as to how we keep this child

challenging during a time when

comfortable and less bothered during this

challenging experiences can be frequent

procedure.

and enduring.
I want to be careful with how
I even write about this part of
my reflection because in no
way do I want to cast
judgement or point fingers at
any of the amazing people
who give their heart and soul
to their profession of helping
and healing which happens
to also intersect with the pain
and suffering of others at
times. I myself have carried
the mindset of

Reflection
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MY “AHA” MOMENT
JOANNA MCKAY, RN, BSCN
Psychiatry Consultation Liaison Nurse
“they won’t remember this poke” or “it’ll only be a minute” when planning for or carrying
out painful procedures on patients. Throughout this training I realized that even the
simple language that we use around procedures and pain can often evoke more pain!
This was a huge “aha” turning point for me.

I realized that we need to be consistent towards our efforts of improving our culture
around pain management and utilize more pain-friendly language, approaches and
aligning our efforts in our collective practice.

For me, the mind body techniques have not only added to the repertoire of skills that I
am able to offer to teach my patients and families, but it has also improved even the
simple language that I use to convey hope and confidence as well as build resiliency

and autonomy in children and youth on a day
to day basis. One example of these
techniques in-practice that I would like to
share is the “switch” technique. This is a goal
directed mind-body technique used for the

Throughout this
training I realized that
even the simple
language that we use
around procedures
and pain can often
evoke more pain! This
was a huge “aha”
turning point for me.

Reflection
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MY “AHA” MOMENT
JOANNA MCKAY, RN, BSCN
Psychiatry Consultation Liaison Nurse
purpose of “turning down” an unpleasant
physical sensation such as nausea, itchiness
or pain.

I utilized this technique with a teenager who
had experienced long term debilitating
nausea; a symptom that had impacted most
areas of this person’s life. This teen had tried
several medications and strategies throughout
months of suffering with this symptom with no
reprieve. I have to admit that, when I offered up
the nausea switch, I was a bit nervous when they
agreed to give it a go. What if it didn’t work?
What if this impacted my therapeutic alliance moving forward? But I remembered that
when you use language consistent with relieving pain and discomfort, you speak with
confidence and this language then breeds self-confidence!

So give it a go we did.

The nausea-switch technique took ten minutes. When this youth opened their eyes, the
look of disbelief and amazement on their face is something I will truly never forget. In
ten-minutes we decreased their nausea by several points (out of ten) which was
something they added, no medication had ever done. Not only did they endorse a
significant reduction in discomfort after only the first time using this technique, they
also began to truly appreciate and buy-into the concept of the mind body connection,
something they had previously struggled to

THEY BEGAN
TO BUY INTO
THE MINDBODY
CONNECTION.

accept. That is truly the power within these
techniques and this knowledge - that we can
impact disease and discomfort with the words
we use and the strategies we bring into the
worlds of our patients and families. It was a truly
memorable clinical experience. Weeks later we
recorded the nausea-switch on their phone. It is
the strategy that they continue to use to this day.

Reflection
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WHAT YOU FOCUS ON —
GETS AMPLIFIED
EMILY WATSON, MSW, RSW
COUNSELLOR, CANUCK PLACE CHILDREN’S HOSPICE
The mind-body techniques I learned have imparted significant value on the patients and
families I care for in pediatric palliative care and bereavement services, and have contributed
to my professional development as a social worker and counsellor. The language of suggestion
that is central to medical hypnosis supports one of the primary goals in family-centered
pediatric palliative care, which is to maximize comfort alongside the pain and sorrow families
and patients experience. As I review the integration of these techniques into my practice, I
recognize that at the centre of my commitment to the techniques is my appreciation for the
mind-body principle of “what you focus on gets amplified,” and how this connects to the goal
of enhancing comfort.

In counselling sessions with children, I use hypnotic language outside of formal trance induction
to support the amplification of pleasant sensations in the body, empower children to connect
with their self-regulatory capacity for calm, and enhance engagement. For instance, when
doing breathing and mindfulness exercises with children, I evoke curiosity and invite surprise by
using language like, “I wonder how quickly your body will start to feel softer and calmer.” This
highlights their strength in being able to attune to their bodies and describe sensation. I add,
“Notice that when you breathe out, your body feels softer.” I observe that the use of this
language of suggestion also has the effect of influencing my energy, as I become calmer, and
this helps me attune to the children. I have repeatedly observed that both the children and I
have a gentler and slower rhythm of speech following these experiences when I add language
of suggestion.

I have also observed that the children are able to stay in the breathing exercises for longer and
with more focus than previously, which points to a deepening of the natural hypnotic state. I
take this a step further to inspire further trust in themselves by saying, “You’re helping your body
get more relaxed!” and “That’s good! That’s right!” Through introducing the language of
suggestion into my counselling sessions, I recognize that this
language has been a missing piece in my approach to my
own pain and comfort for many years. This new knowledge
has enhanced both my clinical and personal practice by
instilling hope that the desired outcome of comfort becomes
my immediate experience.

YOU’RE HELPING
YOUR BODY GET
MORE RELAXED!

Case

Eating Lemon and
Sugar Dutch Baby
Pancake in her
Favourite Place
Amanda Green, BScN, RN
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I FELT THE
POKE BUT
IT TASTED
REALLY
GOOD!
11-year old patient using
"favourite place" technique

Cli ni cal Resource Nurse
Oncology, Hematology & BMT
Lizzie, an 11-year-old girl with relapsed
leukemia, had to receive multiple intramuscular
injections three times a week as part of her
chemotherapy. This was very traumatic for her
in the past and now more so with her relapse. I
introduced the favourite place technique to
help her and her mom with this procedure.

Asking Lizzie to settle herself comfortably in
her bed, I invited her to use the magnetic
fingers to allow herself to relax and close her
eyes. I guided her by having her focus at the
space between her fingers and feel the
magnetic force bringing her fingers together
and once her fingers touched, her eyes closed.
I then invited her to relax her hands, however
she chose to hug and rest her head on her
beloved stuffy. I then suggested she take some deep breaths and noticed how
relaxed and calm she felt with each breath. Then, I invited her to travel to her
favourite place and once she had arrived there to give me a little nod. When she
nodded I asked if she wanted to share her favourite place with me, but it was ok
if she did not wish to. She chose not, so I continued to guide her through her
favourite place using all of her senses and repeating the words calm, comfort,
and safety, over and over. I slowly guided her through each sense: sight, sound,
sensation, smell, and taste. When we came to taste she had a big smile on her
face. Picking up this cue, I suggested she imagine the feeling of the food in her
mouth and imagine chewing her favourite food. I invited her to feel the texture

Case
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Eating Lemon and Sugar Dutch Baby
Pancake in her Favourite Place
Amanda Green, BScN, RN
Cli ni cal Resource Nurse
Oncology, Hematology & BMT
of the food in her mouth and to notice
how tasting her favourite food made
her feel even more calm and safe. The
nurse had come into the room to set
up and remove the EMLA patch
placed on Lizzie’s leg. I had
arranged with the nurse ahead of
time that it would be best if my voice

up and smiled saying, "I felt the poke a

was the only voice in the room during

little but it tasted really good!" I asked her

the procedure, and I would give her a

if she wanted to share with me what she

‘thumbs up’ when it was time to do

was eating in her favourite place and she

the injection.

told me it was a lemon and sugar dutch
baby pancake and that her mom makes for

While she was experiencing her

her at home. She described how her

favourite place with an intensified

favourite place was a dark room and all

focus on the enjoyable tastes, I gave

she could see was the lemon and sugar

the nurse a ‘thumbs up’ to go ahead

dutch baby pancake!

with the injection. During the
injection Lizzie remained calm with

I continued to work with Lizzie during her

her eyes closed, I could see her eyes

intramuscular chemotherapy injections and

twitch a few times so I continued to

our mind-body technique worked

amplify the benefit of these tastes in

wonderfully. I was able to teach her mom

her favourite place. Once the

this method and she is now also able to

injection was completed, I invited her

support Lizzie in this therapeutic way

back to the room, asking her to feel

during her injections. The close bond

the bed beneath her and her legs and

between Lizzie and her mom was so

her arms wrapped around her stuffy. I

apparent and deeply moving. I am thrilled

then asked her to open her eyes when

that I was able to give them this tool to

she was ready. When she did I

provide relief for these painful procedures

enquired how that went for her: she

and other possibly traumatic procedures.

turned to me and gave me a thumbs

Reflection
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JOURNEYING INTO COMFORT
BERNADETTE SANCHEZ, CCLS
Certified Child Life Specialist
Emergency Department

I’ve been able to incorporate
many of the techniques I
learned during the MindBody workshop; however, the
technique I use most is the
“Favourite Place”. Patients
are able to journey to their
own personal favourite place
– and soon enough they are
no longer in the Emergency
Department undergoing a
painful procedure, they are in

This highlights for
me how privileged we
are to be able to
support these patients
and families during
their healthcare
experience.

their very own special place.

I remember one girl excitedly saying, “Is it time for me to tell you about my favourite place
now?” This highlights for me how privileged we are to be able to support these patients
and families during their healthcare experience.

Reflection
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PIVOTAL TRAINING IN THE POWER
OF INTENTIONAL LANGUAGE
ELIZABETH STANFORD,
PH.D. R.PSYCH.
HEAD OF PSYCHOLOGY

Note to Leora
I had a powerful experience with
the magic glove yesterday. I was
able to collaborate in care with a
nursing leader who was also in our
course. She had already successfully
introduced the magic glove with the
patient the day before, I was going
to return to use the magic glove for
a new line insertion. I had expected
that the new line would be in the hand, but when I came to the patient room, I learned that
the line would be inserted into the patient’s leg. We decided together that she would use
the glove in the way she had already learned– on her hand – and we would transfer the area
of lowered sensation to her leg. She was very interested in doing this.
I used a significant amount of hypnotic conversation while we applied the glove (e.g., “you’ll
be interested to see how well this works”...”since you’ve used the glove before, you and your
body will be good at using it again.”… “you will notice the procedure but you won’t be
bothered by it.”). The patient was very engaged putting on the glove. We made sure the
glove effect was strong enough for the patient (initially the sensation lowered to 5/10 and
we repeated the application two more times until the change in sensation was to 0/10).
Then, we transferred the area of altered sensation to the patient’s leg. We tested to make
sure that sensation change in that area was effective…and it was!
As the bedside nurse was prepping the leg site, the patient was looking with limited
attention at a hand-held video game. As the procedure was about to happen I quietly
told her that “she might be interested to see how well the glove works” and she decided to
look at her leg for a few seconds. Right before the nurse put in the (quite large!) needle, the
nurse asked the patient to count to ‘3’ to indicate when she was ready for the needle. When
the patient looked overwhelmed, I remembered Leora’s teaching on counting, and gently
said “we don’t need to count – she’s ready”; the patient responded “yes, I’m ready”, the
lovely nurse said “yes, OK”, and right away inserted the needle. As the needle went in, the
patient quietly said “it hurts” and was able to “blow out her worry”. The whole procedure
took about 5-seconds altogether. It was a truly successful and positive experience for all
involved.

Reflection
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PIVOTAL TRAINING IN THE POWER
OF INTENTIONAL LANGUAGE
ELIZABETH STANFORD,
PH.D. R.PSYCH.
HEAD OF PSYCHOLOGY
This training stands out as pivotal in my career. As a psychologist working in
Medical Psychology, I have expertise in working with children who have pain
and feel well versed in teaching mind-body techniques. However, the amount I
learned from Dr. Kuttner and Dr. Carlson, was incredible. The powerful, intentional
use of language to support internal resilience, pain management and coping is a
skill-set that I will continue to use and develop over time. It was inspiring to learn
from them, as well as to build community with the diverse, dedicated and talented
team members that were also able to participate in the training.

It was inspiring to
learn from them,
as well as to
build community
with the diverse,
dedicated and
talented team
members that
were also able to
participate in the
training.

Case

DRAINING
PAIN AWAY
A teenaged girl who underwent open heart
surgery, required a removal of her drain prior to
discharge. I worked with her the day before her
drain removal to introduce the gate-control theory
of pain and the pain switch technique. She was
able to gain access to the control center in her
brain, trace the connection of “green” coloured
nerves back to her sternal incision and saw that
the switch was currently set to a 7/10. Using her
out breath, she turned the switch down and
brought the discomfort down…down…down.
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JOANNE RALKO,
RN, MSN
T6, Surgical, Neurosciences &
Cardiac Sciences Unit
The next day, the Cardiac NP and I came in
together. I reminded her that she had
control. We did the pain switch technique
together and she placed a lock on the
switch again. She concentrated and drew
on her strength, focused her breathing, and
turned the switch down as the NP began
removing the drain. We observed that she
didn’t nod when she was ready for the drain
to be pulled, rather she revealed that she
was ready by her deepened breathing and

I invited her to place a device on the switch to
hold it in place, such as a bicycle lock, or a

through her changed facial expression
indicating she was in control of her body

combination lock. When she was comfortable
enough and unable to bring the switch down any
further, she surprised me by putting two locks on! I
invited her to return to the room in her own time.
She had turned her switch down to a 2/10 and
she now knew that her brain was the boss of her
body and that she was able to return to her
control center at any time to close the gate and
take control of her own healing.

Once the drain was removed, she smiled.
Then she added that removing the drain did
not bother her as much as drain stripping
which “felt weird”. We unanimously told her
we were proud of her and could see that
she was proud of herself. We told her that
we could see when she was ready and that
really helped us. We thanked her for working
with us. She was so amazing.

Her parent, who was in the room at the
time of the drain removal, said it was
great to see how the technique worked
so that she could help her teen when
facing other uncomfortable procedures.
I noticed it also helped the parent
remain patient and calm, knowing that
she now had the knowledge of how to
help her own child.

“Opening the body’s pain gates
allows more pain to be felt. Our
goal is to activate factors that
help close the body’s pain gates.”
Kuttner, L. (2010) “A Child in Pain, What
Health Professionals can do to Help”
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Case

KIM
DURLACHER
MRSC, OT,
CHT
OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPIST

GEORGE’S EXPERIENCE WITH
“FAVORITE PLACE” TO SUPPORT
BURN-GRAFT HEALING
George is an 11-year-old young man who experienced a significant burn injury
to his thighs and lower abdomen when a bowl of steaming hot water fell in
his lap. He required surgery with skin grafts to help heal the burn wounds.
While George’s burn injuries continued to improve, it took several months for
the donor area to heal. Itchiness of the donor site was a significant challenge
for him, possibly contributing to the delay in healing, and disturbed his sleep
at night. He did not like taking medications for sleep.

When George came to the outpatient burn clinic, I asked him if he would like
to participate in a Mind-Body technique called “Favorite Place”. I explained
to George and his Mom how our minds are our control centers of our body
sensations and experiences, and that learning to go to a favorite place could
help him to control and calm the sensations of itchiness that he was
experiencing -- an alternative way to cope with it. George, and his Mom,
were interested in participating in this experience. I invited George to use
magnetic fingers to initiate some deep breathing and soon he closed his
eyes. I then invited him to journey to his favorite place, and once there to
experience the sights, sounds, smells, and sensations he found there. I
observed his eyes fluttering beneath his eyelids during his journey. He shared
that he was outside enjoying vanilla cake. After spending some time enjoying
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Case

KIM
DURLACHER
MRSC, OT,
CHT
OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPIST

GEORGE’S EXPERIENCE WITH “FAVORITE
PLACE” TO SUPPORT BURN-GRAFT HEALING
his favorite place, I suggested to him that he could journey there before
bed, and/or anytime he felt itchy, so that the itch did not bother him. Upon
opening his eyes George reported feeling very relaxed and experiencing no
itchiness. Both he and Mom expressed interest in practicing the technique at
home.

At follow up one week later, George’s donor site was significantly better
(almost fully healed), and his sleep had reportedly improved. In combination
with a revised dressing application technique, he noted going to his favorite
place at least once with Mom and a few times on his own. He was
encouraged to continue to use favorite place whenever he felt itchy and at
bedtime.

On follow up 3-weeks later, George’s wounds had completely healed, and
he reported using the favorite place technique almost daily at school to help
with his itch symptoms-- which had become much less. He noted he was
now sleeping “fine!” George has since also been introduced to the “Itch
switch” as another helpful approach. I am looking forward to hearing about
his experiences in future follow-up appointments.

Upon opening his eyes, both he and
Mom reported feeling very relaxed,
reporting no itchiness at the time, and
were interested in practicing the
technique at home.

Case
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PROTECTION OF THE
MAGIC GLOVE
WENDY ANDERTON, RTNM
NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST, MEDICAL IMAGING

I TOOK MY TIME
APPLYING THE
GLOVE
INFORMING
NAOMI THAT IT
WOULD PROVIDE
HER WITH
PROTECTION,
SAFETY AND
COMFORT.

I had the pleasure of meeting Naomi today. A wonderful six-year-old girl who is a liver transplant
recipient. She comes to BC Children’s annually for a check-up that includes a nuclear medicine
procedure where she needs to have an IV started. When Naomi and her Mom were checking in, I
asked them if they were familiar with the Magic Glove technique. Both Naomi and her Mom hadn’t
heard of the Magic Glove before but were interested to hear about it and its potential.

Once I decided the best location for an IV start, I started to apply a long glove that reached up to
her upper arm. I took my time applying the glove informing Naomi that it would provide her with
protection, safety and comfort. I started at her fingers and covered her hand before moving up her
arm where I marked the end of the glove with a light squeeze. When we tested it, she said that the
sensation in the arm with the glove was less than the arm without the glove. I asked if it was
sufficient or would it be better if we made extra sure the glove was protecting her hand and arm.

She wanted to be extra sure, so I applied the glove some more taking extra care with the ACF
area. We talked about what her glove looks like, with sparkles and lots of colour. I tested her ACF a
second time. This time she said the protection was better. I placed the tourniquet in the same spot
as the end of the glove where I’d given the light squeeze. As I did the poke, I reminded her of her
glove and didn’t count. She did an excellent job of holding still and she didn’t cry. I had to
reposition the needle, with no luck. I removed the needle and started to reassess her ACF for

Case
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PROTECTION OF THE
MAGIC GLOVE
WENDY ANDERTON, RTNM
NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST, MEDICAL IMAGING
another option, and she remained focused. I
found another vein while my colleague got the
supplies ready. I reapplied the tourniquet and this
time the IV start was successful. I left the magic
glove on to continue to protect her arm while she
had the IV in.

Afterwards Naomi and I were talking about the
Magic Glove and we came up with some ideas
that I will implement next time I use this Magic
Glove technique. We think it would be better to
reapply the magic glove when the first poke
didn’t work. We also discussed using different
colours for her magic glove because maybe different colours have different levels of protection.

Looking back on this I appreciate how I’m still developing my confidence utilizing the magic glove
technique when things don’t go smoothly the first time. I got nervous when I was unsuccessful with
the first start. I need to remember to maintain a calm tone, be patient and reapply the glove
while reassuring the patient that she is doing a great job and to blow her worries away as she
breathes.

Use this link to
access a short
film on how to
use the magic
glove.
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?
v=cyApK8Z_SQQ

Reflection

TRULY A
BEAUTIFUL
MOMENT
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KELSEY MCCORMICK,
RN, BSCN
Clinical Resource Nurse,
T7 Inpatient Medical Unit

Summarizing my experiences
incorporating the mind-body techniques
into my practice is challenging, as I’ve
had the honour of witnessing multiple
scenarios where implementing these
techniques provided the ultimate
comfort for patients and their families.
I’ve learned that there is no 'one-sizefits-all model’ but rather a template
that I am honing that corresponds with
myself as the provider, and the child;
and this looks different for every
specific clinical situation.

When the child
becomes forever
empowered to take
control over their own
mind, body and spirit,
to comfort themselves
in otherwise
uncomfortable
situations, it is truly a
beautiful moment

For me, the most powerful examples of
successful implementation of the mindbody techniques are when the child
becomes forever empowered to take
control over their own mind, body and
spirit, to comfort themselves in
otherwise uncomfortable situations. It is
truly a beautiful moment, and one that
can occur for every child, should we
take the time to do the necessary work.
Trust me when I say that as a
healthcare professional, you want to
experience this!
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Adapting the Magic Glove
with Mom’s help
RANDA RIDGWAY, MBBCH, FRCA, FRCPC
Pediatric Anesthesiologist, BC Children’s Hospital
A child with developmental delay came

With very little
distraction, the patient
didn’t even notice the
IV being inserted.

for a sedated MRI scan. From chatting to
Mom it was clear the previous anesthetic
experiences at induction had been
challenging; with topical local anesthesia
cream causing significant irritation, IV
insertions had become distressing and
mask inductions being equally so.
Attempts at premedication were also

problematic with excessive post anesthesia sleepiness negatively impacting the child’s diabetic
management. Mom and I settled on an IV insertion in the Anesthetic Care Unit (away from the
MRI unit where the previous bad experiences had occurred) and consideration of an adapted
magic glove technique which Mom was keen to try.
I showed Mom the magic glove technique and I explained to her what this was doing, in the
hope that with some communication between myself, Mom and the patient, this would promote
some understanding and give the child the reassurance of safety and protection.

I invited Mom to do the magic glove, while I obtained the IV equipment. Mom started the magic
glove and I took over on returning to the room. With very little distraction, the patient didn’t
even notice the IV being inserted which was absolutely wonderful! Mom was thrilled as with the
IV now calmly in place we were able to start the anesthetic very gently in a different room to
the previous experiences and where
the patient could drift off to sleep
beautifully and then be taken to the
MRI scanner.
Following the scan, Mom was
delighted as her child woke up well
and was able to eat, drink and get
back to normal diabetic control. Mom
was certainly going to use this
technique herself with her child in the
future. Though this wasn’t the purest
form of the magic glove technique
and may have worked because of the
desensitization aspect of touch, it
certainly did wonders and transformed
her procedural experience.

Reflection
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CHANGING INSTITUTIONAL
SYSTEMS AND BELIEFS
GILLIAN LAUDER, MB BCH, FRCA, FRCPC, CPE
PEDIATRIC ANESTHESIOLOGIST, PEDIATRIC COMPLEX PAIN PHYSICIAN
I am a Pediatric Anesthesiologist and Complex Pain Physician. A number of years ago I learnt a
mind-body imagery technique called the “favourite place” on a weekend course run by Dr. Leora
Kuttner. Since then, I have used this to support adolescents during induction of anesthesia,
especially for big cases such as a spine procedure. This particular period in the operating room
(OR), is a time of peak anxiety and lack of control for both the adolescent and their accompanying
parent. I incorporate parent touch as part of the “favourite place” at induction so that the child and
parent may feel connected. To watch a teenager give a huge smile as they imagine their favourite
place during this high stress time, is really rewarding. Parents often comment on how nice it was to
observe this.

This technique relies heavily on the OR being quiet, but this is not often the case because of noise
from conversations and OR instruments being prepared by the scrub nurse. At the time of our
morning huddle when we discuss the cases on the slate and needed requirements, I have to ask
every morning for the OR to be quiet at the time of induction to minimize these distracting noises.
Creating a successfully quiet OR at induction has been aided by the staff knowing I will present a
golden hammer award to the noisiest person in the OR each year at our annual Christmas party
(COVID permitting). I was extremely grateful for the opportunity to attend the course run by Dr.
Kuttner and Dr. Carlson through the ChildKind initiative. I learnt some excellent elaborations of the
“favourite place” that incorporate the hypnotic language of invitation and suggestion.

I also learnt three other techniques which I have
incorporated into my anesthetic and complex
pain practice: “5S’s of Slinky Sleep”, “The Pain
Switch” and “The Magic/Protective Glove”. I have
so many extremely positive patient and family
stories with using each of these different
techniques. It is clear to me that these techniques
take away the “bother” of the pain or procedure
and give the child and family some control.

A paradigm shift has occurred in my clinical
practice since I attended the course not only with
the use of these four techniques but also in a shift

The Slinky Sleep Process

to more invitational language. As a physician
who extolls the virtues of the biopsychosocial approach to complex pain management, I can now
practice a little more of what I preach, which further emphasizes to families the the importance of
the mind-body connection in pain perception. These techniques do take time to apply and require
other team members to trust and support their colleagues who utilize them. Institutional systems and
beliefs will need to change to support ongoing use of these wonderful techniques in the holistic
care of children and their families.

Case
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SIPPING PINA COLADAS DURING TWO
STITCHES INTO HIS LIP
BERNADETTE SANCHEZ, CCLS
CERTIFIED CHILD LIFE SPECIALIST - EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT
I was asked to meet a 7-year-old boy who cut his

appropriate preparation for the procedure he was

lip while playing with his sibling. The cut crossed

about to have. Darien would need at least two

the vermillion border (where the red of the lip

stitches to fix his lip, according to the Emergency

meets the skin on the face), and so it was quite

doctor. Darien asked a question I get asked

important that he was able to stay still during the

multiple times during a shift, “Is it going to hurt?” I

procedure.

replied: “You’ve had numbing gel on your cut for
some time now, so you’ll be surprised how little it

Upon entering the room, I was met by a smiling,
interactive, engaging boy, named Darien, and his
Father. I introduced myself as a Child Life
Specialist and provided some developmentally-

will bother you when the doctor is cleaning and
fixing your cut” – a statement that opens the
possibility that this experience will be positive and
comfortable.

Darien chose to engage in some breathing
exercises with me; I used the Hoberman sphere (a
colourful ball that opens and closes) to help pace
his breaths. He also chose to hold a stress ball in
his hands.
The procedure started and I noticed that the exam
light was shining into his eyes, causing him to
squint. I took the opportunity to say "You can
choose to close your eyes if the light is too bright...
that’s good… can you tell me, where is your favourite place to be?” he replied with, “Hawaii and
Mexico”. With his eyes closed but opening from time to time, I led him though the sights, sounds and
sensations of his favourite place. The squeeze ball filled with sand was no longer a stress ball, it
became a ball of sand on the beach. Dad also joined in, saying, “He likes to drink Pina Coladas!”

The string brushing against his lip was no longer a suture, rather,
it was the straw from his Pina Colada touching his lip.
Later, I found out from the nurse who checked him in that Darien was initially nervous and teary when
he arrived. This was not the child that I had just worked with! He coped well, was able to stay calm,
still and relaxed throughout the entire procedure. Two stitches right on the lip can be a daunting task
for a 7-year-old, however, he was able to do it by focusing on his breathing and imagining he was in
his favourite place!

Case
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KELSEY
MCCORMICK,
RN, BSCN
CLINICAL
RESOURCE NURSE,
T7 INPATIENT
MEDICAL UNIT

WE SHOULD BE DOING THIS
EVERYWHERE IN THE HOSPITAL!
I was called by staff to help with a 12-year-old patient who was described in report as
being “++ needle phobic”. Introducing myself, I asked him if he was interested in learning
a special skill, so that he could use his mind to help himself feel less bothered by pokes.
Instantly, I could sense that he was ready to accept the hypnotic suggestions and help
himself, as he was agreeable and eager to participate. EMLA was applied by the bedside
RN, and I returned a few minutes before it was time for his blood draw. The room was
quiet, Dad was present and supportive, and I made sure the patient was nice and
comfortable in bed.

I applied the Magic Glove to his left arm per technique and extended the cuff above his
elbow to accommodate ACF bloodwork. I repeated the therapeutic suggestions: “you will
feel so safe”, “you will feel so protected” and “you will feel so comfortable”. I checked
sensation with a pencil, explaining that his right arm, without the Magic Glove was a
10/10. He rated his left arm as a 1/10. I celebrated his ability to prepare his arm so
beautifully, and emphatically stated that he was ready for his blood draw. He got into his
comfort position (blanket over his head, with Dad at his side, and I stood beside his left
arm. He also had a squeeze ball in his right hand, and I encouraged him to use the
squeeze ball as much as he needed to “squeeze his worries out”. During the procedure,
the patient was so calm, and he held his left arm completely still, without anyone
assisting to hold him.

When the procedure was done I told him: “That was AMAZING! Isn’t it nice to know that
you can use Magic Glove any time you need it, so that your body feels less bothered by
pokes”.

As we were wrapping up, I asked if I should remove the Magic Glove, and he

Case
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KELSEY
MCCORMICK,
RN, BSCN
CLINICAL RESOURCE
NURSE,
T7 INPATIENT
MEDICAL UNIT

emphatically shook his head NO! We decided that we would leave the Magic Glove on for his MRI,
and that it could expand to act as a Magic Blanket, so that he would also feel safe and
comfortable in the MRI machine.

I returned after the MRI to remove the Magic Glove. As I reached for the cuff at his left ACF, the
patient stated “Dad moved the glove up for the MRI.” Of course! So I too moved up to his
shoulder and removed the Magic Glove. I handed it to the patient so he could hang on to it for
safe keeping. The next day he would require an IV, so I left him with the suggestion that tomorrow
he wouldn’t feel bothered by the IV, because now he had Magic Glove to keep him safe and
protected, which worked so wonderfully for him today.

Dad followed me out of the room, and stated that he was shocked at how effective the technique
was. He described his son as “almost sedated” throughout the whole procedure, whereas
previously he would get mad and angry during pokes. Dad was so enamored with the technique
and its success, and he said that we should be doing this everywhere in the hospital.

The next day I returned to repeat the Magic Glove process prior to the IV insertion. The patient
happily handed me his Magic Glove, and we repeated the application process, once again
achieving a 1/10 sensation on his Magic Glove arm. The IV insertion went beautifully, with the
patient remaining entirely still on his own. We celebrated once again, and as he was to be
discharged that afternoon, I left him with the suggestion that he can use Magic Glove going
forward whenever he needs it, so that he can help himself feel less bothered by pokes.

I felt so proud of this patient, and in how he approached learning this mind-body technique with
such openness, and with a positive and willing attitude. He was truly ready to help himself, and he
succeeded in major ways. I will forever be inspired by him, and by the perfection that this example
presented as my personal introduction to The Magic Glove.

You will feel so safe, you will feel so protected
and you will feel so comfortable.
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THE INCREDIBLE POWER OF THE MIND
TO IMPACT BODY SENSATIONS
WINNIE CHUNG, PHD, R.PSYCH
MEDICAL PSYCHOLOGY
I am deeply grateful to have had the privilege of

symptom management and overall

participating in the Mind-Body Techniques

experiences. I have been reminded again

training led by Drs. Leora Kuttner and Torie

that the power of the mind to impact bodily

Carlson. In my daily work, I meet children, youth,

sensations is incredible. Using techniques

and their families who experience highly

such as the “Magic Glove”, “Favourite Place”

distressing physical and emotional symptoms.

and the “Pain Switch” to support individuals

Developing and furthering my understanding of

through difficult medical procedures and

mind-body techniques, and honing my ability to

other challenging experiences has been

implement these techniques creatively and

powerful and encouraging for me, my

effectively has been enormously beneficial. I have

colleagues, and my patients and families.

gained a more profound awareness of the impact

For those who may be less familiar with

of the language that we use on individuals’

mind-body techniques, I would encourage

unique experiences.

opportunities to gain a greater
understanding of these intervention

I have become more attuned to how subtle shifts

approaches through having conversations

in the focus of my interactions with individuals

with colleagues, observing the use of these

can impact their attention to symptoms. For

techniques, and other training experiences!

example, when working with patients
experiencing pain, I have seen more and more
how focusing attention on ways to increase one’s
comfort and relaxation rather than mostly on their
discomfort and pain, can empower these
individuals to move towards improving their

I HAVE BEEN
REMINDED
AGAIN THAT
THE POWER
OF THE MIND
TO IMPACT
BODILY
SENSATIONS
IS INCREDIBLE.
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EMPOWERED TO TRANSFORM
PAIN AND ANXIETY
RANDA RIDGWAY, MBBCH, FRCA, FRCPC
PEDIATRIC ANESTHESIOLOGIST, BC CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL
What can I say to both Leora and Torie… but thank you for the most inspirational course I
have been on in my career. It has without doubt been transformational to my practice.

Understanding the power of our words to impact a child’s experience and the ability to
empower a child to find resources within them to manage pain and anxiety is incredible.

Though I hope I have always approached my patients with compassion and engagement
to help them overcome anxiety and discomfort, the subtleties, tips, phrases and your
experience that you shared has allowed me to care for children in situations that
previously left me feeling that I wish I could have done more to make their experience
better.

For all those sharing the course with me, our eyes were opened to the immense
possibilities to transform pain and anxiety management and step by step, together we
are working towards that common goal of improving care.

From the child terrified about having an IV, the magic glove was so beautifully effective
with their wonderful imagination and love for Harry Potter; something so simple, yet so
immensely effective. To the teenager whose pain post surgery was so overwhelming,
through the use of the favourite place, gave them control and importantly comfort.

So many more moments when
families have smiled, relieved that
their child’s fears and discomfort
disappeared… each time I am
grateful for the opportunity to learn
with you.

For all the families and patients who
have benefitted thus far and to
come, thank you.
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THE BRAIN IS THE
BOSS OF YOUR BODY
KYLE TAYLOR
CLINICAL NURSE EDUCATOR,
CHILD AND ADOLESCENT MENTAL HEALTH
I introduced the techniques to a young girl with high
anxiety and neuro-diversity. We started with the Magic
Glove. She didn't like the idea that it was magic, as
“there is no such thing as magic!” I commented how
smart it she was to figure this out. I explained really it is
a technique she can easily learn. Her favourite phrase
was “The brain is the boss of your body” and in our
discussion she figured how she could use this to manage
her fears and anticipation in a bunch of situations.

Reflection

IT’S VERY
REWARDING!

CATHY DAVIDSON
RN, BSC
BCCH VASCULAR ACCESS TEAM
The workshop came at such a good time for
me! I needed a more effective alternative to
help patients deal with the anxiety of having
their IV starts and other procedures during
COVID, when breathing as a positive
reinforcement was problematic, and certainly
not enough.
The kids often looked so surprised, saying
“wow!” when the Magic Glove I put on
decreased the pain of the IV, and I’ve found
that they will ask for the glove again when

needed. I also have found Favorite Place and the Pain Switch other great options to relax
and calm and empower patients for our procedures. It’s very rewarding to be able to give
families and staff other options for coping strategies. I am so glad that I have been able to
attend the Mind-body workshop training and can now implement these techniques with my
patients and teach other staff.
Thanks so much for everything!

A NOTE OF GRATITUDE FROM
DR. LEORA KUTTNER
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Finding inspiration from others

WE ARE BUILT TO HEAL
Personally, there has been a

I hope your reading of these

wonderful synchronicity to this

powerful clinical examples,

training opportunity. Exactly

reflections and experiences has

40-years ago to the month in

inspired you, and I further hope

May 1981, I began work at BCCH

that the impact of the ChildKind

as a Clinical Psychologist

Initiative will ensure the

dedicated to building a pain

ongoing implementation of

program in pediatric oncology. I

therapeutic approaches in

could not have foreseen that

which children and youth are

forty years later, I could share

skillfully supported to help

these child-centered powerful

themselves cope, find comfort

mind-body techniques which I

and to heal using their mind-

had researched, trusted and

body skills and their internal

relied upon in my own

resources.

professional pain practice, and
know to be a ‘game-changer’

Thank you! & Thank you to

with these compassionate

Susan Poitras!

pediatric practitioners across
many of the medical services
within BC Children’ s Hospital. I
remain deeply grateful for this
extraordinary opportunity!

Leora Kuttner, Ph.D. (Clin. Psyc.)
Clinical Professor: Department of Pediatrics,
BC Children’s Hospital &
University of British Columbia.
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